
PASSAGE SUBTEXT

(199) REVERSION OF THE OFFERINGS

Now, Wnjs, I summon your Osiris, the Osiris that you have 
in yourself, whose qualities you have acquired in the rituals 
performed inside the Sarcophagus Chamber; and I invite 
him not to follow you and to turn (wDb) to his food, the food 
that I offer him in the form of "the eye of Horus", the eye that 
will keep him alive in his domain; and - at the same time - I 
summon you, Wnjs, to concentrate  in yourself, to free 
yourself from the Osirian netherworldly  influences, since 
you have integrated  Osiris's strength; to look at this "eye of 
Horus" as your own food, the energy that will remain with 
you in the continuation of your journey.

(244) SMASHING OF THE RED JARS

This is the healed eye of Horus, which is victorious upon 
your enemies, represented by Seth, whose testicles - these 
two red jars -  I now SMASH, to put a positive end to the 
experiences you went through  in the Sarcophagus Chamber. 
With this action that chamber is sealed.

(32) LAVACRUM

Now you have reached a qualitatively different experiential 
and existential level , you are a newborn baby, who has to be 
cleansed and purified with the refreshing waters  flowing 



from the "eye of Horus". And you are summoned to proceed 
on with your journey.

(23) APOTROPAIC  MEASURES

You must not be afraid, because you are protected by the 
Osirian forces that you have in yourself, that will keep your 
enemies confined in the perilous Sarcophagus Chamber out 
of which you came forth; and by the wisdom of Thoth, who 
knows your potential enemies and neutralizes them.

(25) PROGRESS

You must reach your kA, your inner source, following the 
steps of the gods who have already done it in the times of old. 
And your kA   will create a protective circle around you. The 
"eye of Horus" that  adorns you will encircle your body, 
letting everyone know that you  are a divine being.

(200) CENSING : BECOMING DIVINE

The scented aura around you, the incense (snTr) becomes 
the evidence of your divine transformation (s-nTr), of   your 
becoming “the brother of the god”; your scented aura fuses 
into the one of Horus the Elder (Hrw-wr), the father, the 
primordial god of the Urzeit (pAt / pAwt), the "pellet of 
incense” (pAD), the holy scent that surrounds you, 
enhancing the energy that comes from the "eye of Horus"  
that  adorns you, that equips you with its might.



(245) ASCENT TO THE SKY

And that is the energy that lets you  fly up to Nut, the starry 
sky,  that lets you detach yourself from the earthly bounds 
(Geb),  that lets you be swifter and more powerful than 
Horus himself, since you have become a sacred mighty falcon 
(bik). And you will open your way to reach your  place among 
the stars.  You will be like "siA", the god of perception, the 
god who sees his way  and traces the route of the barque of 
Ra. You are no more under the spell of Osiris, you are higher 
and mightier than he, you are not and will never be like one 
of his subjects, like those  who dwell in the Netherworld.

(246)  CATASTERISMI

You are a ram, like Ra, and your horns are those of the 
mighty bull of the sky; you are a black ram, since black is the 
colour of Egypt, you are the ram of Egypt, your mother is the 
radiant ewe of "Egypt: the black land", she is the star of the 
morning which announces the rising of the sun; and the four 
mother-sheep who gave you their milk are the stars of the 
four cardinal points, the milky way of the sky. 

You are Horus that can be mild and generous, he of the blue 
eyes;  or the furious and terrible Horus, he of the red eyes.

The god who raises his arm in the east, the powerful Min, has 
already been informed of your coming, the coming of Wnjs, 
he who gives commands  - transmitted to the gods by the 
celestial herald Dwn-anwi. 



You are the one who silences the Ennead,  since you are like 
Geb, the foremost of the nine gods of old.  You are the one 
who opens the doors of the horizon, through which pass 
those  who have traversed the Netherworld  and have 
cleansed  themselves, those who then raise their faces to look 
at you, in your shrine, you who are like the god Min.

You will not falter or fall, because there is someone who 
sustains you  [aHa(j)], someone who is your brother [sn], 
someone who is your spokesman [n(i)s(w)], who summons,  
invokes and evokes: your lector-priest, your guide.

You have stability, since you are sustained by "he who 
stands", the Osirian Djed pillar; and by your brother (sn), 
who is Horus, but also the one who is like you, your second 
(sn),  your very self, the one whom you see from the outside,  
as reflected by a mirror; but, being reflected,  "sn" becomes 
"ns" ,  your specular divine brother,  he who opposes Horus: 
Osiris's brother  Seth, the other part of your psyche; so you 
unite in yourself Osiris, Horus and Seth. And, being such, 
you can never be destroyed, you shall never disappear, 
because you possess the energies (Seth) of the Netherworld 
(Osiris) and of the sky (Horus).


